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Abstract : 
 

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks establish communication across different nodes in an environment without a fixed 

infrastructure and centralized administration. The nodes are highly mobile and thus the network topology keeps 

changing. The other constraints are energy limitations power management, location of nodes , bandwidth 

limitations etc. there are several protocols in different classes to monitor the communication across the network. 

The objective of this paper is to create taxonomy of the ad hoc routing protocols and to survey and compare 

them. We have tried to uncover the requirements of different protocols, the resource limitations under which 

they operate and the design specifications made by the authors. 
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Introduction 
 

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks ( MANETs ) are a type of wireless network which can be setup anywhere and which 

does not require the infrastructure as needed in the case of Cellular mobile networks. The major technological 

challenges of such networks are that they require new types of routing protocols. As opposed to the wired 

infrastructure, there are no dedicated nodes for routing; the task of routing must be performed by the user nodes 

having limited battery life, bandwidth and a dynamic topology. 

 
The goal of this paper is to review the collection of technology which has been proposed for routing in Ad Hoc 

networks. We try to uncover the different design decisions behind the various protocols, their interrelationships 

and the specific requirement taken by several designers. 

 
 

 

Applications of Ad Hoc networks 
 
There are some applications where ad hoc networks are the only solution, for instance networking in the areas where 

no infrastructure is available. In the last few years smart phones and tablets have emerged as a multipurpose 

computing platform. They rely exclusively on wireless connectivity. These technological advances have enabled 

several other applications.Ubiquitious Computing: This application covers networking between devices embedded in 

the environment. Devices located nearer to each other communicate better than the remote devices. In this application 

the communication patterns are strongly influenced by the presence and proximity of the devices. 

 
Local Interconnection Networks: In these networks the communication is across the partners who are within the 

network. Example of this network is point-to-point messaging audio and video conferencing. 

 
Personal Area Networks: This application refers to the networking among portable devices carried by a single 

user. As long as the devices move with the user, this system can be considered as a LAN with the individual 

components being in a fixed relative position. PAN technology is based on Bluetooth standards. 
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Routing Protocols 
 

Routing Protocol performs the task of transmitting the data packets to the appropriate destination[4]. The major 

challenges that a routing protocol in MANETs faces are as follows: 

 
Mobility: The mobility of nodes causes frequent path breaks, packet collisions, transient loops, stale routing 

information and difficulty in resource reservation. A good routing protocol must be able to solve the above 

issues efficiently. 

 
Location-dependent contention: As the number of nodes increases, the channel gets contented. This causes 

collision and a subsequent wastage of bandwidth. A good routing protocol should have the potential for 

distributing the network load uniformly across the network and thus avoid contention[3]. 

 
Error prone and shared channel: The wireless routing protocols must be efficient enough to reduce the bit error 

rate in these channels as the wireless channels have very high BER[5] 

 
Bandwidth constraint: The channel is shared by several nodes. The bandwidth available per wireless link 

depends on the number of nodes and the traffic they handle]1]. 

 

Requirements of Routing Protocols: 
 
cLoopfree routing : This is required to avoid unnecessary wastage of network bandwidth[2]. 

 
Quick route reconfiguration: This is a very important requirement as the MANETs exhibit dynamic topology due to 

which the routes keep changing. Thus the routing protocol must be able to reconfigure the route instantaneously. 

 
cMinimum route acquisition delay: This delay must be as minimum as possible. This delay is a function of the 

network and the network load. 

 
cScalability: The routing protocol must be able to scale well in a large network. It must provide minimum 

overhead. 

 
Security and Privacy: Protocols must be resilient to the threats and vulnerabilities. It must have the capacity to 

avoid resource consumption, denial-0f-service, impersonation etc. 

 

Comparisons of Routing Protocols: 
 
Routing Protocols can be classified into three different categories based on their architectural framework. 

 

Proactive or table Driven 

 

Reactive or Dynamic 

 

cHybrid 

 

Proactive: This set of protocols has up to date information about routing. Every node maintains a routing table 

which contains routing information and the route updates are propagated throughout the network to keep the 

network routing information as recent as possible. These protocols are not suitable for a highly dynamic 

environment as it will give very high control overhead. 
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DSDV: Destination Sequenced Distance Vector [11], [12] routing protocol is based on the Distributed Bellman Ford 

algorithm. The protocol maintains the entire nearby destination to a node in its routing table. It includes the number of 

hops also. Every entry is assigned a sequence number. Sequence numbers are used in identification of stale entries and 

avoidance of loops. Routing updates are periodically forwarded throughout the network in order to maintain 

consistency in the network. There are two types of updates full dump and incremental. A full dump sends the entire 

routing table to its neighbors and can require multiple network protocol data units (NPDUs). Incremental updates refer 

to the small changes which have taken place. This is equal to the size of one data packet. In dense networks full dumps 

are used. In addition to the routing information every routing update is transmitted and assigned a sequence number by 

the transmitter. If there are two routes having same sequence number then the shortest route is considered. 

 
OLSR: Optimized Link State Routing [11] protocol was designed by Clausen et al. the principle of multipoint relay 

(MPR) is used here. A set of nodes are chosen and made MPR. Only these MPR have the authority to transmit the 

packets. The selection of multipoint relays is done on a random basis. Thus reducing the total number of messages 

transmitted. In addition link state information is generated only by MPRs thus reducing the amount of data which has 

to be disseminated. OLSR follows the technique of the partial Link state routing wherein the MPRs choose to report 

only links between themselves and their MPR selectors. Each node selects a set of one hop neighbors which are called 

multipoint relays. The neighbors of the node which are not MPRs process the data packets but do not forward them. 

The set of MPRs must be chosen in such a way that every two hops neighbors of N has a bidirectional link with the 

nodes in the MPR set of N. These bidirectional links can be determined from the periodic 

 
HELLO messages/packets containing the link status as well as the information about the entire neighbor. 

 

CGSR: Cluster head Gateway Switch Routing [14] was designed by Chiang et al. it uses a distributed algorithm 

called the Least Cluster Change {LCC}. Nodes are aggregated to form clusters and one of the nodes is made the 

cluster head. The cluster head is chosen at random. The stability of head is of utmost importance as frequently 

changing cluster head will affect resource allocation. Cluster head communicates with the nodes within its 

cluster and also 

 
With Gateway nodes. The gateway nodes are the nodes in between two clusters. The LCC is considered stable 

since the cluster heads change only under than two conditions: when a node gets disconnected from any other 

cluster and when two cluster heads come within the range of each other. Each cluster is defined with unique 

CDMA code and hence each cluster is required to utilize spatial reuse of codes. Within each cluster TDMA is 

used with do token passing. Gateway nodes are the members of more than one cluster and thus they 

communicate using different CDMA codes based on them respective cluster heads. Two factors affecting routing 

in CGSR are code scheduling and token passing. This protocol is suitable for networks having less node density. 

 
WRP: Wireless Routing Protocol – Luna Garcia, Murthy proposed this algorithm [11]. It follows the principle of 

Distributed Bellman Ford algorithm. Routing table consists of the different routes to destinations along with the link 

cost. The route with the least cost metric is chosen. Link costs are defined and maintained in a separate table. Only the 

changes in the link are updated. The link updates are maintained by transmitting HELLO messages. 

 
GSR: Global State Routing was proposed by Gerla and Chen[11]. In this protocol the size of control packet is adjusted 

in order to optimize the MAC throughput. Each node maintains the neighbor list and three routing tables which include 

the next hop, topology and the distance respectively. The topology contains all the neighbors of the current node. The 

topology contains the link state information and a timestamp indicating the time in which the link is generated. The 

next hop table contains the information about the next hop neighbor to forward the packets. The distance table 

maintains the shortest distance to and from a node to various destinations. A weight function computes the distance of 

a link and this can be replaced by a QOS routing parameter. 
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Initially, the neighbor table and topology table ae empty for each node in the network. A node learns about its 

neighbors from the sender field of the incoming packets. The link state information is obtained by processing 

these packets and the best route to a destination is computed. After all the routing messages are processed the 

routing table is created and shared with other nodes by broadcasting it to the next hop neighbor. 
 
Reactive or On-demand Routing Protocols- this set of protocols perform route discovery only when required by 

the source the process involves flooding of route request to discover a route. After the route discovery process 

the route maintenance process begins. 
 
DSR: Dynamic Source Routing- was proposed by Johnson et al. it has two phases Route discovery and Route 

maintenance. Route discovery include route request (RREQ) and route reply (RREP). When a source node wishes to 

send a message, it first checks in the route cache if the route to the destination is available if not then the RREQ packet 

is generated. It is broadcasted across all the nodes in the neighborhood. The nodes again rebroadcast RREQ packet 

after adding node ID. Eventually one of the broadcast messages will reach the destination or a node which has a recent 

route to the destination. If a route is present in cache then the node sends a RREP packet. The first packet that reaches 

the destination node will have a complete route. DSR assumes that the path obtained is the shortest path as it takes into 

consideration the first packet to arrive at the destination node. 

 
Route maintenance has route error (RERR) and route acknowledgement (RACK) packets. Whenever a link breaks 

RERR message/packet is transmitted by that node to the source node to initiate a new route discovery phase. 

 
AODV: Adhoc On Demand Distance Vector was developed by Perkins and Royer[11], [12] {13}. AODV does not 

keep the entire up-to-date routing information instead discovers the routes on demand. Node checks if the route to the 

destination exists. If a route exists, it simply forwards the packets to the next hop along the way to the destination. If a 

route does not exist then the node begins the route discovery process by broadcasting the RREQ packet to its 

immediate neighbors and those nodes further broadcast to their neighbors. This process continues until the destination 

is reached or a node which has the route to the destination is reached. The RREQ packet contains the source ID, 

destination ID, current sequence number and the last known sequence number. An intermediate node can respond to 

the RREQ packet only if it has a sequence number which is greater than the sequence number contained in the RREQ 

packet. The intermediate nodes forward the RREQ packets and record in their routing tables the address of the 

neighbor from which the packet arrived. This recorded information helps constructing the reverse path for the RREP 

packet. Route maintenance is required if either the destination or the intermediate node moves away and it is 

performed by sending a link failure notification message to each of its upstream neighbors to ensure the deletion of 

that particular part of the route. Once the message reaches the source node it re-initiates the route discovery process. 

 
TORA: Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm was developed by Park and Corson[7]. TORA is an adaptive 

and a scalable algorithm. It is based on the concept of link reversal. It can be used in a highly dynamic 

environment, as it finds multiple routes from a source to a destination. The three basic functions of the protocols 

are route creation, route maintenance and route erasure. 
 
During route creation and route maintenance phases a “height” metric is used to establish a directed cyclic graph 

(DAG) at the destination. The link can be upstream or downstream based on the height metric of the adjacent nodes. 

TORA 's metric contains the unique node ID, the logical time of a link failure, the unique ID of a node that defined the 

new reference level, a reflection indicator bit and a propagation ordering parameter. Route maintenance is necessary 

when any of the links in DAG is broken. TORA handles link failure in an optimistic way. It reverses the links to re-

position the DAG for searching an alternate path. Each link reversal sequence searches for an alternative route to the 

destination. This search mechanism requires a single pass of the distributed algorithm since the routing tables are 

modified simultaneously during the outward phase of the search mechanism. 

 
Hybrid Protocols: These protocols follow proactive as well as reactive routing protocols.in case of low mobility 

the hybrid protocols use the table driven approach whereas in case of high mobility they use source initiated 

approach for node discovery[6][8][9]. 
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ZRP: Zone Routing Protocol was developed by Samar et al. [11]. The protocol uses proactive mechanism of 

node discovery within a node's immediate neighborhood while inter-zone communication is carried out by using 

reactive approaches. Local neighborhoods are called zones. The size of the zone is defined by as the number of 

hops to the perimeter of the zone. There are two zone routing protocols to accomplish the neighbors. Intrazone 

routing protocol (IARP) a proactive approach and Interzone routing protocol (IERP) a reactive approach. Route 

queries are forwarded with in the network using broadcast resolution protocol (BRP). 

 
FSR: Fisheye state routing protocol was proposed by Pei et al.[10][11]. This protocol is based on the “fisheye” 

technique of image compression. When adapted to the routing table, this technique means that a node maintains its 

distance and path quality information about its immediate vicinity, but the amount of detail retained decreases with the 

distance from the node. Each node contains a number of surrounding fish-eye scopes, areas which can be reached with 

1, 2, 3….hops. For the nodes within a smaller area high frequency updates are generated whereas for nodes  
which are away fewer updates are generated. When the network size increases a “graded” frequency update plan 

can be adopted across scopes to minimize the overall overhead. 

 
A4LP routing protocol: The protocol was proposed by Wang et al[12]. It is designed to work in asymmetric 

links. The routes to In-, Out- and In/Out bound neighbors are maintained by periodic routing table which are 

available immediately upon request. Routes to other nodes in the network are obtained by a path discovery 

protocol. A4LP proposes an advanced flooding technique- m –limited forwarding. A certain fitness value is 

specified by the sender for the receiver, if the receiver qualifies in this then only it can re-broadcast the 

packets.by using the m-limited path it is possible to find the shortest path and reduce the flooding cost. The 

metrics used include the transmission latency and the power consumed per packet.A4LP is both a power aware 

and location aware routing protocol supporting asymmetric links. 
 

 

Simulation Results  
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Conclusions 
 
In this paper, we introduced taxonomy of mobile adhoc routing protocols. We divided the adhoc routing 

protocols into three different categories. (i) Proactive (ii) reactive (iii) hybrid. We reviewed and compared 

different protocols and found that they share a common goal to reduce control overhead, maximize throughput 

and minimize the end-to-end delay. The main differentiating factor between the protocols is the ways of finding 

and maintaining the routes between source-destination pairs. The simulation results show that AODV offers 

better throughput than DSR under dense network conditions. 
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